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Building a Leadership Brand 
 
Leadership. 
 
In 1990, John W. Gardner defined leadership this way: “Leadership is the 
process of persuasion or example by which an individual or a leadership team 
induces a group to pursue objectives held by the leader or shared by the 
leader and his or her followers.” 
 
In “Leading Minds: An Anatomy of Leadership,” another Gardner, Howard 
Gardner, defined leadership as “an individual who significantly affects the 
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of a significant number of individuals.” 
 
We agree with both definitions but to our mind, there is a piece missing. Ultra 
runners push boundaries by running extreme distances, sometimes as long as 
30, 50, 100 miles or more. Such endeavors go beyond usual and ordinary. 
Organizations need leaders who, like ultra runners, are not afraid of pushing 
the limits. We can weave this will to push the limits into our definition of 
leadership. Our simple definition of ultra leadership: 
  

• The will to push the limits. 
• The skill to get people to willingly, enthusiastically, and repeatedly 

engage and contribute to important work.  

 
Your Leadership. 
 
Every day, people observe our behavior and decide, “What do I think about this 
person as a leader?” and “Do I trust this person? People talk. And sometimes 
they talk about what they observe about you and your leadership. When they 
do, what are they saying? Do you push the limits? Do you inspire willing, 
enthusiastic, and repeated engagement? Do you bring out the best in others?  
 
This exercise is designed to assist your becoming more intentional about the 
story people tell when talking about you and your leadership. How do you want 
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people describing you and your leadership? What behaviors and practices 
support that? What behaviors and practices actually detract from that?  
 
Each of us can identify people we hold as great “ultra-leaders.”  These people 
might be great historical political leaders like Winston Churchill or Abraham 
Lincoln.  They might be leaders in important social causes like Mahatma 
Gandhi, Martin Luther King, or Mother Theresa.  The leaders might be quiet and 
determined like Sir Edmund Hillary or they might be bold and brash and 
insistent like General George Patton. We look to our sports heroes like Joe 
Montana or Florence Griffith Joiner or Jesse Owens as leaders. And many 
more still are the people in our personal lives who have given us the most - 
like a Grandmother or a Father or an important teacher or even a manager or 
coworker.  In whatever form, the characteristics of a powerful ultra-leader are 
framed for us by the people we have seen or read about or have been called 
to follow.  
 
 
Your Leadership Brand. 
 
Consider what you want your leadership to look like so you can ensure that 
you are driving the story people are telling about you and your leadership.  
 
Set aside 30-45 minutes for this exercise. Create a quiet space where you 
won’t be distracted. Silence your phone and close your door. Reflect on each 
item and write out your responses.  
 
At the end of the exercise you will have a list of five descriptors of your 
leadership brand. From there you may want to seek some feedback from a 
trusted colleague to gauge whether these descriptors are true today or 
aspirational.  
 
A final step is to identify the behaviors and practices that reinforce your brand 
and those that detract from your brand. What will you do more of and less of 
to make it easy for others to recognize your desired leadership brand? 
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1. Make a list of people whom you think model powerful leadership.  See if 
you can come up with 5 names.  These models can be from any aspect of 
life: business, sports, politics, military, education, personal history – for that 
matter they might be fictional characters like Huck Finn or Atticus Finch.  
The key is that they should each be someone you believe exhibits some 
aspect of leadership that pushed the limits and got people to willingly, 
enthusiastically, and repeatedly to say “yes” and follow. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Of the list of names you have written down, circle the 3 that most represent 
to you the very best of leadership.  
 

2. Take a few moments and think about the 3 people you have chosen. What 
is it about each of them that makes them a great leader?  What is it about 
them that impresses you?  List five leadership characteristics or traits 
about each you’ve chosen. 

 
1.     1.    1. 

2.     2.    2. 

3.     3.    3. 

4.     4.    4. 

5.     5.    5. 
 

Look at the leadership characteristics (or leadership traits) that you have 
written down.  Circle the ones that come up more than once. If there are 
not any that come up more than once, choose the five traits that seem 
most important or compelling to you at this moment in time. 
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3. Imagine your retirement party is over and your colleagues are remembering 
you. What are they thinking and saying about what it was like to work with 
you?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. If we asked them to come up with five adjectives that describe you when 
you are at your worst as a leader, what would they be? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
5. What is the biggest misconception people have about you? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
6. If we asked them to come up with five adjectives that describe you when 

you are at your best as a leader, what would they say? 
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7. If you had it in your power to ensure how people perceive you, what words 
would you want them to use to describe your leadership? Generate a list of 
five. 

1. 
 

2. 
 

3. 
 

4. 
 

5. 

Your list of five represents your desired leadership brand. Your responsibility 
now is to imagine what it looks like to live this brand and practice every day 
to make it truer and truer so that this becomes your legacy. Three 
questions to consider: 

1. Am I content with this being my brand?  
 

2. What will I have to learn and let go of to live this brand?  
 
3. Am I willing to disrupt the status quo (mine and others) to make 
this brand real? 

 
8. Pick the leader you admire most. Imagine he or she is sitting with you now 

and knows what you are facing. What is their message to you right now 
about how you are “showing up” and how you are living your desired 
leadership brand (or not)? What is their specific feedback to you? What 
endorsement do they offer for your leadership? What blind spot do they 
illuminate? What change do they suggest you make?  
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Find a colleague you trust. Ask for feedback. Share each brand descriptor and 
ask your colleague(s) to assess how well you live out the brand you have 
identified.  
 
5 – Constantly Demonstrated  
4 – Demonstrated  
3 – Inconsistently Demonstrated  
2 – Rarely Demonstrated  
1 – Not Demonstrated  
 
Make a list of behaviors you might start, stop, or continue and increase in 
order to quickly and noticeably live your desired brand and make a more 
powerful and positive impact. 

 
Start 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stop Continue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


